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The most valuable resources we 
have at our disposal are our:

TIME

MIND

ATTITUDE 

CIRCLE OF INFLUENCE 

SEED

DISCIPLINE
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O
B is a qualified optometrist from University of 

Free State, with vast experience working as an 

optometry consultant over a 9 year period with 

more than 220 practices. 

His key focus area throughout this time was 

identifying what key elements within an optometry 

practice enable it to functioning at high levels of 

efficiency and excellence, and then working with 

practices to implement these changes.

He also has extensive expertise within sales as 

he worked as a sales representative for a leading 

pharmaceutical company, in their vision care 

division. In this role, he worked with over 200 

stores implementing strategies on how Eye Care 

Practitioners (ECPs) can transform their optical 

management solutions for their patients. 

ABOUT OB \\
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START NOW!

There are people waiting on the other side 

of your vision coming to pass.

OB Malope
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As an author, OB has successfully written and 
published 2 books for the Optometry industry.
 

The first book, Visionstryt`s Business Guide for 

Optometrists was written as a value added service 

to Optometric practices to help them build, develop 

and grow their businesses.

  www.visionstryt.co.za/visionstryt-book-summary 

The second book, Visionstryt`s Practical Guide for 

Optometric Staff was written to equip and train staff 

to become catalysts and key role players within the 

businesses they work in.

  www.visionstryt.co.za/practical-guide-book-summary 

Download the book summaries and order your 

copies today.

AUTHOR \\
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REMEMBER!

Never let anyone who does not have your 

passion manage your vision!

OB Malope
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As a speaker, OB`s key business topics of 
interested can be grouped together under the 
following subjects:

- Business Analytics

- Business Development and Enhancement

- Leadership and Professional Development

- Strategic Advisory

- Sales and Marketing Management 

Whatever the business topic of discussion is, OB is 

your go-to-guy for facilitation and execution. His 

practical examples in discussions and personal touch 

of challenging the status quo will leave you with 

riveting and thought provoking strategies you can 

apply.

He specializes with cutting edge content, innovative 

information and world class presentation skills.

You are guaranteed one thing: An array of 

information that you can practically implement within 

your business on a daily basis.

SPEAKER \\
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Here is some of OB’s work thus far:

The Growth Potential of Your Business
OB highlighted what different ways and strategies businesses can employ to significantly take 

their businesses to the next level.

Consumer Management, in the midst of increasing technological advances
OB presented this amazing topic at the inaugural Visiomed conference and received outstanding 

feedback and response from the audience at large.

How practices can still significantly do well with all the innovation taking place was thoroughly 

discussed. OB also trained practitioners on how they can reposition their practices in this 

technological world we are living in today.

From Success to Significance – How to build phenomenal Optometric Businesses
OB provided the students with critical strategies and tools they will need to not only become 

phenomenal practitioners but how they can also establish world class practices. The workshop 

was fun, informative and thoroughly enjoyed by all the students.

How do we know that? Since then, they have all been following us on different social media 

platforms and constantly asking for advice for when they start working soon.

Optometry Workshop for UFS Final Year Students: 
June 2017 

Visiomed Conference: May 2017

Eye Focus Africa Conference: 2016 

STRATEGIST \\
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GIO Cutting Edge Seminar (Optometrists): July 2017

Effectively Managing The Consumer In A Tough Economy
OB presented a cutting edge topic where we shared with various experts within Eye Care how 

they can still thrive and build great businesses in a tough economy. OB provided the audience 

with fresh new information on exactly what they can do right now in their practices to overcome 

the uncertain economic changes taking place.

GIO Cutting Edge Seminar (Optical Assistants): July 2017

Consumer Profiling Within An Optometric Practice
OB facilitated a workshop with Optical Assistants from various practices across South Africa.

The workshop training focused on consumer profiling within practices. Optical Assistants left 

equipped with practical tools they are now able to implement in the practices they work for.

Ob Malope presented at all three events focusing on the following topic:

- Essentials for Business and Practice Management
He discussed key essentials that are now relevant in this constantly changing world when it comes 

to every practice. Practitioners were given strategies they can now employ within their businesses 

that will enable them to still thrive in today`s economy.

SAOA One Day Seminars - A Gateway to Eye Care: 
September 2017
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Visionstryt Staff Training Workshop
The Visionstryt team of consultants facilitated full day staff training workshops across the country.

Details of the program can be downloaded on www.visionstryt.co.za/staff-training-workshop/

What Next? Entering the market place
OB presented over a three week period how the students can navigate and transition from 

students to practitioners. What to expect, how to excel and most importantly how to enjoy 

Optometry.

Business aspects of Optometry – Behavioural Contact Lens Profiling in an Optometry 
Practice
OB presented on the various cutting edge strategies practices can apply within their businesses 

to effectively increase their contact lens business.

Advanced Business Strategies for Optometric Practices 
OB focused on what is the ideal practice framework and business models that will grow 

businesses from where they are to where they can and should be. The key concepts around 

business unusual and consumer centricity were thoroughly discussed.

Visionstryt Staff Training Workshops:
October - November 2017

Optometry Lectures for UJ Final Year Students: 
September 2017 

Contact Connect International Contact Lens 
Conference: 22nd – 24th October 2017

Sandhurst Eye Centre: 14th November 2017

Book OB Malope today for your next event on ob@visionstryt.co.za
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The Value Experience you should expect:

- Thought provoking and riveting strategies you can 

apply.

- Fresh innovative information that will enable you to 

thrive in a constantly changing world.

- Business solutions that are practical and necessary 

for business excellence and performance. 

- World class presentation that will keep you on the 

edge of your seat.

- Worthwhile experiences that will help you think 

outside the box when it comes to navigating the 

business of Optometry.

- Advanced sales, strategy and leadership solutions 

that will enable you excel in uncertain economic 

climates.

value EXPERIENCE \\
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Visionstryt
C: +27 72 146 3657

E: ob@visionstryt.co.za

A: 120 Cedar Hills, Fourways, Gauteng, South Africa, 2191

W: www.visionstryt.co.za

Connect with us on;

Facebook Twitter Instagram LinkedIn


